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UK MACRO UPDATE: RATES NEED TO RISE SOONER RATHER THAN LATER 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

If the BoE wants to increase rates gradually, then it should start the process “sooner rather than later.” That was the opinion 

of Martin Weale, one of the nine members of the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC), in an FT interview published today. 

We had expected disagreements to emerge at the BoE through this year, but they are coming to the fore even a little sooner 

than we had anticipated. We expect at least one MPC member to vote for a rate hike by late summer, possibly even in Au-

gust. We look for a majority to support a hike in February 2015, although there is at least a 35% chance that they hike rates 

in November 2014 in our view. The costs of waiting too long before hiking are registering with some rate setters, and the 

dovish line given by Mark Carney in his Inflation Report press conference early this month is plainly not shared by all of the 

MPC. 

The economy is humming along strongly. There is no sign of the slowdown in the second half of this year that the BoE is 

banking on. Consumer confidence reached its highest level since May 2007 in data published this morning. That survey 

showed household’ fears of unemployment are at the lowest for 16 years, which suggests the rapid falls in unemployment 

the UK has seen in recent months will continue through the next 3-6 months at least (see chart). Taking the BoE estimate 

of the amount of slack in the economy at face value, a rate hike will be needed by early next year, but the case for a Novem-

ber 2014 hike is getting stronger. 

The big question now is whether to start hiking rates early and go gradually, or start late to support the recovery but at the 

risk of having to catch-up. In our view, the sensible plan is to go early and gradually. There is plenty of uncertainty about the 

economy, but what we do know is that it is growing strongly and is likely to continue doing so. No-one can be sure how the 

economy will react to a rate hike, so it is important to avoid having to raise borrowing costs quickly. Keeping interest rates 

low also fosters financial instability. The BoE should be alive to the risks of starting too late, rather than just the risks of 

hiking too early – which Mark Carney has been focused on so far – and nudge rates up at the end of this year.  

 

Chart: Consumers expect unemployment to keep falling rapidly 

 
Change in unemployment on the left-hand side, net balance of consumers expecting unemployment to rise on the right-hand side. Source: ONS, EU Commission 
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